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Abstract: Currently, the gesture-based teleoperation system cannot generate precise and compliant
robot motions because human motions have the characteristics of uncertainty and low-resolution.
In this paper, a novel, gesture-based teleoperation system for compliant robot motion is proposed.
By using the left hand as the commander and the right hand as a positioner, different operation
modes and scaling ratios can be tuned on-the-fly to meet the accuracy and efficiency requirements.
Moreover, a vibration-based force feedback system was developed to provide the operator with a
telepresence capability. The pick-and-place and peg-in-hole tasks were used to test the effectiveness
of the teleoperation system we developed. The experiment results prove that the gesture-based
teleoperation system is effective at handling compliant robot motions.
Keywords: gesture-based teleoperation; robotic assembly; force feedback; compliant robot motion
1. Introduction
With the development of space, ocean and atomic technology, there is an urgent need for
robots to work in dangerous, uncertain environments and inaccessible workplaces [1]. Therefore,
the teleoperation system of robots has received more and more attention. In industrial environments,
many robotic tasks (e.g., assembly, grinding, painting, welding, etc.) require precise position and
compliance control. Therefore, they asks the teleoperation systems not only to achieve precise
positional control but also to have the function of force feedback.
Teleoperation means the operator can remotely control the robot [2–4]. Usually, a physical
human–robot interaction (pHRI) device is used to provide the motion commands [5], and such
devices can be divided into joystick devices and motion-tracking devices. The joystick is usually a
better control device because it can reflect forces that are experienced at the remote site [6]. For example,
with Phantom [7] or Omega 7 [8], the contact force can be fed back to the operator. However, usually,
the movement range is limited, and the mapping has to be tuned for different robots.
The other way to teleoperate a robot is through a motion-tracking device. An operator can use
his/her body to command the robot to move. There is no physical contact or constraints. Hand gestures
are an effective way to teleoperate a robot. The hands’ movements can be used to guide the robot to
move directly. The static or dynamic gestures can also be mapped to different primitive robot actions.
Gestures can be detected using different sensors, such as monocular cameras [9], stereo cameras [10],
RGB-D sensors (i.e., Kinect, Xtion, RealSense) [11,12] and sEMG sensors [13]. However, because of the
limited sensing capability and accuracy, these devices can only be used to identify predefined gestures
or track hands with low resolution. These facts limit the application of gesture-based human robot
interaction. The leap motion (LM) sensor is a promising alternative to the above-mentioned sensors.
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It can track fingers, hands and even joints with an accuracy of up to 200 µm [14]. Not only the position
but also the rotation can be fed back in real-time at 60 fps [15]. It has been used to teleoperate different
robots. Bassily developed a human-robot interaction system based on an LM sensor to operate a robot
manipulator intuitively and adaptively [16]. Hernoux used the LM sensor to track 3D hand motion and
transfer the motion to an industrial robot [17]. Jin developed a gesture-based non-contact teleoperation
system to operate tabletop objects; both gestures and palm positions are used [18]. He also investigated
the multiple LM configurations to improve the robustness of the hand tracking function [19]. Despinoy
used the joint angles and palm position to assist robotic surgical training [20].
The LM sensor and gesture-based human-robot interface have been successfully used in these
applications. However, the gesture-based teleoperation technique has its own limitations. Firstly, since
the motion of human arm/hand/limb motion is unstable and imprecise, it cannot be used to finish
tight tolerant assembly skills. In some research, interval Kalman filter is used to filter the human
motion [21]. However, the low-frequency movement still may affect the final robot motion. Secondly,
although the LM is up to sub-millimeter accuracy, it still cannot meet the requirements of a tight
tolerant assembly task where the error is in micrometer range. Thirdly, the LM has a limited sensing
range, and it cannot be applied to tasks with large workspace; finally, like other non-contact interaction
methods, the lack of force feedback makes it difficult to be applied in compliant tasks, which are
common in complex assembly processes [22,23].
Force feedback is an important module in a teleoperation system. The force feedback can be
realized by haptic devices or vibrotactile devices. Because of the complexity, low reliability, and high
cost of haptic devices, the applications of haptic feedback systems are limited [24]. For vibrotactile
feedback, Eitan Raveha added vibrotactile feedback to a myoelectric-controlled hand. When visual
feedback was disturbed, it improved performance during a functional test [25]. Khasnobish conveyed
shape information with vibrotactile feedback to aid in the recognition of items when tactile perception
was hindered [26]. Hussain carried out a pick-and-place experiment with ten subjects. Vibrotactile
feedback significantly improved the performance in task execution in terms of completion time, exerted
force and perceived effectiveness [27]. Therefore, the vibrotactile device is an attractive option for
implementing force feedback in teleoperation systems.
Therefore, this paper proposes a novel gesture-based teleoperation system, which can generate
precise robot motions as well as compliant robot motions. First, the effects of the low-frequency
movement of human hands are mitigated by a scalable human-robot motion mapping mechanism.
Second, a new interaction logic, scalable human-robot motion mapping mechanism and single-axis
mode are used to improve the teleoperation’s accuracy. Third, to expand the sensing range of the
leap motion, the clutch mode is introduced. Then, to meet requirements of complaint assembly skill,
a vibration-based force feedback system was developed to let the operator feel the contact force. Lastly,
an active force control mechanism was also designed to restrict the contact force within a safe range.
Compared to the other gesture-based teleoperation method, the proposed one combines both
hand gestures and hand movements, which results in more flexible robotic motions. The force
feedback capabilities and multiple operation modes make it possible to perform compliant and
precise robot motion.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the system’s
human-machine interface, including the leap motion-based gesture recognition, hand-robot-tool
mapping and force feedback loop. Section 3 describes refining the above interfaces to meet the
requirements of actual tasks and integrating them into the system. The pick-and-place and peg-in-hole
tasks were used to test the effectiveness of the developed teleoperation system, as described in Section 4.
Section 5 gives some conclusions and outlines future work.
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2. Gesture-Based Human-Robot Interface
2.1. Leap Motion Based Gesture Recognition
Leap motion is a hand tracking device based on the structured light technique. It can recognize
and track dual hands at sub-millimeter accuracy and 60 fps. With the leap motion API, position
and orientation of the palm, the position of the fingertip and joints can be provided in real-time.
The hand gesture recognition is realized in three processes: feature selection, offline training and
online classification.
2.1.1. Feature Selection
In order to reduce the influence of the variance of hand sizes and shapes among different
people, in this paper the angular features are used. As shown in Figure 1, the bone/joint position
Ai = (xAi , yAi , zAi ), Bi = (xBi , yBi , zBi ),Ci = (xCi , yCi , zCi ), i = 1, ..., 5 can be provided by the leap
motion sensor.
Ai
Bi
Ci
Ci
Bi
Ai
i
Palm Coordinate Frame
Figure 1. Hand model used in leap motion and feature selection for hand gesture classification.
According to laws of cosine, the bending angle θi is
θi = arccos
[(∣∣∣−−→AiBi∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣−−→BiCi∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣−−→AiCi∣∣∣2)/(2 ∣∣∣−−→AiBi∣∣∣ ∣∣∣−−→BiCi∣∣∣)] .
After conversion, five features
[
θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5
]T
are obtained. These features describe the
bending angle of each finger, which are enough to distinguish the simple gestures. For more complex
gestures, it is better to incorporate more features such as other joint angles and angles between fingers.
In this paper, for simplicity, only the bending angles are used.
2.1.2. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) Based Classification
Gesture recognition is a supervised learning problem; i.e., training a classifier using a labeled
dataset and then finding the right label for a test sample. As is shown in Figure 2, gesture samples
are taken for offline training to build a gesture library, and then the operator’s gesture can be
classified online. It is assumed that there are M hand gestures, and for each gesture, there are N
samples. The commonly-used recognition algorithms for gestures are support vector machines (SVMs),
artificial neural networks (ANNs), hidden Markov models (HMMs), the Gaussian mixture model
(GMM), etc. [28]. GMM is a mature regression and classification technique and it can achieve a 95%
success rate in existing hand gesture recognition research [29]. In this paper, the gesture classification
is only a component of the teleoperation system. For simplicity, GMM is used to model the datasets.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) based hand gesture classification.
The samples of gesture m ∈ M are denoted as Sm =
{
xmi
}
, i = 1 · · ·N, where xmi is a vector
of five finger bending angles. Each dataset can be modeled by a mixture of K Gaussians with
dimensionality D = 5. Therefore, totally M GMM models are derived. GMMm is formulated using
pm (x) =
K
∑
k=1
pimk N (x; µmk ,Σmk ), (1)
where
{
pimk , µ
m
k ,Σ
m
k
}
are the parameters of the kth Gaussian component in GMMm. pimk is the prior or
weight for kth component and
{
µmk ,Σ
m
k
}
is the corresponding mean and covariance matrix.
The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is used to solve the maximum likelihood estimation
of mixture parameters [30]. It guarantees that the likelihood of the training set can monotonously
increase during optimization. k-means clustering technique is used to provide an initial estimation
and to avoid getting trapped into a local minimum. After optimization, the datasets are converted
into a very compact probabilistic form. Detailed optimization steps of EM algorithm can refer to the
literature [31].
Given a query sample x∗, the label can be found by maximizing the log-likelihood,
c∗ =
 argmaxm∈M log p
m (x∗) log pm∗ (x∗) > p0
0 otherwise
(2)
A threshold p0 is defined to filter out the irrelevant hand gestures and its specific value needs to
be adjusted according to the actual situation.
2.2. Hand-Robot-Tool Mapping
The typical teleoperation configuration is shown in Figure 3. An operator faces the robot with leap
motion in front of him/her. There are several coordinate frames involved in this system, including the
robot base frame ΣB, robot tool frame ΣT , and leap motion frame ΣL.
The robot can be guided in different frames—a base/tool/leap motion frame. In this paper, it is
assumed that all the robot is guided along the robot base frame. Although physically, ΣL and ΣB are
located at different places, they can be treated as sharing the same origin point because what matters is
the relative motion instead of absolute movement.
The teleoperation is realized in an incremental way. Before each continuous movement,
the teleoperation controller records the initial position of the robot tool ΣBr0 and hand ΣLP0. At time t,
the new hand position ΣLPt can be mapped to a robot with
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ΣBrt = ΣBr0 + ΣBRΣL ×
(
ΣLPt − ΣLP0
)
, (3)
where ΣBRΣL is the rotation matrix between ΣB and ΣL and
ΣBRΣL =
 0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
.
It is noticeable that the initial positions can be updated during the teleoperation, so the hand
is not bounded by the working range of the leap motion sensor. It can be reset by renewing the
mapping origins.
LeapMotion
Assembly Robot
Gripper
Operator
Workpiece
B
x
Y
Z
x
Y
Z
L
x
Y
Z
T
Figure 3. The gesture-based assembly skill teleoperation platform and the corresponding coordinate frames.
2.3. Force Feedback Loop
During the working process of the robot, such as assembly, it is unavoidable that one part contacts
other parts. Sensing, controlling and learning contact force are an essential parts of the compliant
teleoperation platform. Firstly, the contact force is feedback to the operator to avoid damaging the
robot and the parts; secondly, the contact force usually contains skill knowledge of assembly process,
which is a key to the knowledge transferring between human and robots.
According to the characters of the gesture-based teleoperation, a vibration/tactile based contact
force feedback system is proposed to provide the operator with telepresence experience. As shown
in Figure 4, the contact force is detected by the force sensor located between the robot tool and
wrist. The force signals are directly fed in the force controller, which is a component connecting
two loops—the teleoperation loop and the control loop, where passive and active force control is
realized. The forces are sent to the vibration tactile generator, which will then drive three micro
vibrators located on the hands. The vibration frequency is proportional to the amplitude of contact
forces. The operator can “feel” the force direction and values by the vibration patterns. Then, the user
can adjust their demonstration to ensure a proper skill is conducted. The inner control loop is a fail-safe
mechanism, which guarantees the safety of the robot and parts when the operator does not regulate
the force well. A threshold force is set. Once the contact force exceeds this threshold, the robot motion
is limited; i.e., the robot can only be commanded to move in the reverse direction.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the proposed vibration-based force feedback and sensing system.
3. Gesture-Based Teleoperation System for Robot Motion
In the previous section, the development of physical interfaces for gesture-based teleoperation
platform was described. However, because of the roughness and uncertainty of human motion, and
thus the complexity of the actual tasks, it is still not possible to use those interfaces to teleoperate
complex compliant skills, such as assembly. In this section, the above interfaces are further refined to
meet such requirements and integrate them into the system. Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the
proposed gesture-based teleoperation system.
GMM based 
classifier
Leap Motion
Sensor
Gesture based 
Interaction 
Force 
Feedback 
Glove
Scaling Motion 
Mapping
Teleoperation
Controler
Robot 
Controller
Force 
Sensor
Embedded Force 
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Remote 
Surveillance
GUI
Assembly
Gesture Library
Gesture based Teleoperation
Contact Force Vibration Feedback
Parts
Contact Force
Video
System State
Varying
Frequency Vibration
Force Control
CMD Motion 
CMD
State
Ethernet
R
S
2
3
2
Analog
Δp
Figure 5. Block diagram of the proposed gesture-based teleoperation system for robot motion.
3.1. Gesture Language Library and Interaction Logic
There are two main operations in the teleoperation—changing system state and relocating robot
position. In order to achieve those two goals simultaneously, the following dual hands interaction
logic is introduced.
3.1.1. Gesture Library
As shown in Figure 6, both left and right hands are used to operate the robot. The left hand is used
to generate gesture commands to change robot/system states, while the right hand is used to move
the robot. There are thousands of static and dynamic gestures. In order to reduce system complexity,
an assembly gesture library was designed to meet specific requirements. The index, name and meaning
of gestures are given in Table 1, and the corresponding predefined static gestures are shown in Figure 7.
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Left Hand Right Hand
X
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Data
X
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Figure 6. Interaction logic for the gesture-based teleoperation system.
Table 1. The proposed gesture commands for teleoperation.
# Name Meanings
1 Task Start Start a new task, from standby mode to task mode
2 Task Stop End a task, from task mode to standby mode
3 Task Clutch Clutch task, robot doesn’t response the motion command
4 Start reproduction Autonomous Repeating the learned motions
5 Coarse Motion Mode Moves with big motion scaling factor
6 Fine Motion Mode Moves with small motion scaling factor
7 Single-axis Mode Moves only along the gratitude direction
8 Open Gripper Open the robot gripper or tool
9 Close Gripper Close the robot gripper or tool
10 Rotation Motion Mode Rotate the robot tool
⑨① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑩
Figure 7. The predefined static gestures.
3.1.2. Interaction Logic
Based on the above gesture library, it is able to coordinate different motion modes and system
states. In this paper, a finite state machine (FSM) is used to represent the system states: initial
mode, coarse motion mode, fine motion mode, single-axis mode, clutch mode and reproduction state.
Their switching conditions are shown in Figure 8.
The above modes were designed according to the requirements of assembly skills. Because the
assembly process involves contact between parts, considering the uncertainties and unsteadiness in
hands motion, a 1:1 mapping will directly transfer the disturbances into the robot motion, which may
generate huge contact forces and cause serious damages for robot and parts. Therefore, in this paper,
coarse, fine, single-axis motion modes are proposed. When the robot moves in a large free space,
it is desirable to use coarse mode to improve the demonstration efficiency; when the robot moves in
a small space or requires to contact the parts, it is essential to use fine motion mode to improve the
teleoperation accuracy and system safety.
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Figure 8. Finite state machine (FSM) work-flow for the proposed gesture-based interaction logic.
The label of the conversion condition is the index of the gestures in Table 1.
Many assembly processes, such as insertion, pick and placing operations, all include a linear
movement along one direction. Therefore, a single-axis mode was introduced to increase the robustness
of such motions. The clutch mode was proposed to achieve two goals—reducing teleoperation difficulty
and increasing the motion range. When teleoperating a complex task, the operator may need a rest or
to split the whole task into several subtasks. In the clutch mode, the robot stands still and the data
acquisition is stopped. The operator can leave and then come back to continue later. The other reason
is to increase the motion range. The leap motion has a limited sensing range. However, the robot may
need to operate a part that is far away. The clutch mechanism provides a means to reset the mapping
origins in (3). When in clutch mode, the operator can relocate his/her hands. Once switching back
to motion mode, the new mapping origins are recorded, and the large movements can be realized in
pieces by renewing the origins. The process is similar to operating the mouse on a small mouse pad.
Initially, the teleoperation platform is in standby mode. Once a start task gesture is detected, it will
switch to motion mode with coarse motion. Then, it can be clutched using clutch gesture and switch to
fine motion mode using fine motion gesture. In fine motion mode, once the single axis motion gesture
is held, the robot will go into single-axis mode. When a stop task gesture is detected, the system will go
back to the initial state. A reproduction gesture will trigger the learning process, and then the robot will
repeat the learn motion autonomously. The gripper opens, and close gestures are active throughout
the teleoperation process.
3.2. Hand/Tool Motion Scaling and Control
3.2.1. Motion Scaling
Fine and Coarse is realized by introducing a scaling coefficient in the mapping Equation (4).
ΣBrt = ΣBr0 + s× ΣBRΣL ×
(
ΣLPt−ΣLP0
)
, (4)
where s is the scaling coefficient, and by using different values, the human hand motions can be
zoomed in or out. In coarse mode, s > 1 is used to let the robot move quickly from one position to
another; in fine mode, s < 0.1 is used to let the robot moves in a small range with a small step size to
avoid overshooting.
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3.2.2. Single-Axis Motion
In some circumstances, the robot is required to move along an axis. In order to increase the
robustness, a single-axis motion mechanism is proposed. During the demonstration, in t and t+ 1
time steps, suppose the hand positions are ΣLPt and ΣLPt+1. The offset value is
∆Pt+1 =
 ∆xt+1∆yt+1
∆zt+1
= ΣLPt+1−ΣLPt. (5)
The gradient, i.e., the axis with maximum offset, is treated as the desired movement direction.
Ignoring other movement, one gets
∆P¯t+1 =

[
∆xt+1 0 0
]T |∆xt+1| = max (|∆Pt+1|)[
0 ∆yt+1 0
]T |∆yt+1| = max (|∆Pt+1|)[
0 0 ∆zt+1
]T |∆zt+1| = max (|∆Pt+1|)
. (6)
It is noticeable that in single axis mode, the mapping Equation (4) cannot be used. The first
reason is that the offset is evaluated between t and t + 1 instead of t0. The second reason is that
the accumulation of ignored movements may cause serious negative effects when the principal axis
changes. Therefore, Equation (4) was modified into
ΣBrt+1 =ΣB rt + s×ΣB RΣL ×ΣL ∆P¯t+1, (7)
where ΣBrt and ΣL∆P¯t+1 are updated in each step to remove the accumulation effect.
3.3. Active Force Control
In order to guarantee the safety of the robotic system, the operator’s motion command is filtered
in the inner force control loop according to the following law.
ΣB r¯t = K
ΣB
f × rt +
(
I − KΣBf
)
× rt−1, (8)
where
KΣBf =
 kx 0 00 ky 0
0 0 kz
 ,
is a weight matrix indicating whether the given command is acceptable. The elements are
ki =
{
1 Fi < Ftheshold
0 Fi ≥ Ftheshold
i = {x, y, z} , (9)
where Ftheshold is the predefined threshold contact force. It can be determined by the robot capacity and
part materials. Also, the scaling coefficient s is related to this value. If the material is stiff, it is better to
use a smaller s to ensure the contact force will not exceed Ftheshold in a single step.
As shown in Figure 4, there is a connection between the force controller and the robot controller.
It is a protective mechanism in extreme conditions. The force controller continuously monitors the
analog force signals. Once the contact force exceeds the predefined value Fmax, a “STOP ROBOT”
signal is sent to the robot controller immediately. Different from the above active force control, it is a
reactive action with minimum delay. After triggering, the robot will not respond to the operation until
performing a manual recovery.
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This extreme state may be triggered when the robot moves with a large step size toward
an obstacle. It can be avoided by using fine motion mode and moving the hands slowly.
4. Experiments
In order to verify the effectiveness of the gesture-based teleoperation system, the system was
implemented on a platform shown in Figure 9a. The platform is based on an industrial robot
manipulator: ABB IRB1200, which can carry a payload of up to 7 kg with a reach of 700 mm. The robot is
mounted on the workbench. It is equipped with an ATI six DOF force/torque sensor and corresponding
force control functionality. A pneumatic gripper was attached to the force sensor to pick up peg and do
the peg-in-hole assembly work. The hole was installed at an arbitrary location within the workspace
of the manipulator. The diameter of the peg was 12.00 mm, and the clearance between the peg and
hole was 0.08 mm. The length of the peg was 100.00 mm and the depth of the hole was 60.00 mm.
Operator
Monitor
GUI
Video 
CameraTactile Glove
ABB 
IRB1200
Robot
Force Sensor 
and Gripper
Leap Motion
Force 
Controller
Video 
Camera
Hole
Peg 
Container
(a) Platform
Peg 
Container
Robot Flange
Gripper
Part
Workpiece
Hole
Spiral 
Search 
Pattern
Approach
Press & Search
Insertion
(b) Peg-in-Hole Process
Figure 9. Experimental platform. (a) Photo of the experimental platform. The gesture-based teleoperation
interface was used to demonstrate a complete pick-and-place and peg-in-hole assembly task.
(b) The compliant assembly skills in the peg-in-hole process.
An external computer was used as the teleoperation controller. The leap motion sensor was
connected to this computer. Its tasks included recognizing hand gestures, tracking hand motions,
controlling the interaction logic and recording the demonstrations.
The computer and the robot IRC5 controller communicate with each other through Ethernet.
The computer sends out motion commands and receives feedback robot states. The robot is
preprogrammed with the capability of responding to the motion commands and feeding back its states.
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4.1. Gesture Recognition Results
For each gesture, 8000 samples were collected. Those samples were obtained from four
different persons with different hand sizes. The 8000 samples were randomly sorted and then
sliced into two parts: 5000 samples for modeling and 3000 samples for evaluation. In GMM,
the number of components was a hyper-parameter, which should be determined first. In this
paper, GMMs with different K values were evaluated by using the Scikit-learn machine learning
library [32], and the covariance “tied” was chosen.The relevant specific code can be found at
https://github.com/pz10150127/Gesture_GMM. The results are shown in Figure 10.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
K
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
1
A
cc
ur
ac
y
Gesture1
Gesture2
Gesture3
Gesture4
Gesture5
Gesture6
Gesture7
Gesture8
Gesture9
Gesture10
Figure 10. Hand gesture identification results versus GMMs with different K. Gesture 1 to Gesture 10
represent the ten gestures in Figure 7. To balance the accuracy and computational complexity, K = 3
was used in the gesture-based demonstration platform.
As shown in Figure 10, the recognition rate for each gesture (Mi) was plotted. It is clearly
visible that K indeed affects the modeling accuracy. Higher K leads to a higher rate. To balance the
accuracy and computational complexity, K = 3 was used in the gesture-based demonstration platform.
The average recognition rate was more than 98%. The detection time was 3 ms on an Intel Core
I7-8650U at 1.9 GHz CPU computer, which is enough for the application.
4.2. Case Study of Peg-In-Hole Process
The gesture-based teleoperation system was used to show the robot how to execute the
pick-and-place and peg-in-hole task. The platform is shown in Figure 9a. The whole process is
as follows:
1. Move the robot gripper above the peg;
2. Move the robot gripper downward until contact;
3. Close the pneumatic gripper;
4. Move the robot gripper upward until the peg is higher than container;
5. Move the peg above the hole;
6. Move the peg downward until contact;
7. Move along a spiral pattern to search the hole while pressing the surface; this process continues
until the contact force disappears;
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8. Move the peg downward;
9. Open the robot gripper to release the peg.
Steps 2, 6 and 7 are related to contact force. The force is a vital signal indicating the assembly
state. In step 2 the contact signal means the gripper surrounds the peg, and there is no gap in the
vertical direction; in step 6, similarly to the step 2, the contact force signal means the peg contacts
the hole’s surface, which means the peg misses the right hole position. It is ubiquitous in the tight
tolerant assembly process, so a compliant searching process is needed. Reference [33] gives a detailed
discussion of the searching process. In step 7, a search force is necessary for a successful hole searching
process. It can provide a judging signal when finding the right hole position. The signal may be that
the contact force disappears, or the contact force suddenly drops in the downward direction.
During the pick-and-place and peg-in-hole process, the force threshold Fthreshold was set to 40 N.
The scaling coefficient s was chosen as 0.05 in fine mode and 1.0 in the coarse mode. The maximum
force Fmax was set to 70 N.
4.2.1. Results
It takes less than an hour to train two operators to use the gesture-based system, including how
to make the right gestures, how to switch modes and how to accurately control the robot movement.
And it requires more than 10 min for the operator to complete an assembly task at the beginning of the
training. After several training sessions, the assembly task can be completed in 1.5 min. Although the
speeds were different, all tasks were successfully accomplished.
Ten sets of experiments were done by two operators. As shown in Figure 11, the average time
for grabbing the axis was 62.72 s and its standard deviation was 10.51 s, the average time for moving
the axis was 36.19 s and its standard deviation was 8.41 s; and the time for putting the peg in the
hole was 39.74 s and its standard deviation was 9.48 s. Because of the difference in physical structure
of human and robot, it was a bit slower than manual operation. After learning the tasks through
GMM/GMR method [34], the robot can quickly reproduce this task.
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Figure 11. The portion time for each part of the assembly process. The average time for grabbing the
axis was 62.72 s and its standard deviation was 10.51 s; the average time for moving the axis was 36.19
s and its standard deviation was 8.41 s; and the time for putting the peg in the hole was 39.74 s and its
standard deviation was 9.48 s.
One of the recorded robot motions is shown in Figure 12; the small green circles stand for the
robot position in free space, while the big red circles are positions where contact force was detected.
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Figure 12a shows a full robot motion from start position to stop position. Initially, it was in coarse
motion mode. Because of the unsteadiness of human motion, the robot motion also had a significant
variation. This variation is not a serious problem because it can be smoothed in the learning from the
demonstration process by averaging techniques.
(a) Full Robot Motion (b) Compliant Searching Process
Figure 12. The recorded robot motions and force profile during the demonstration of a pick-and-place
and peg-in-hole process. In fine motion mode, dense points were recorded. The big red circle indicates
contact force was detected. From this figure, one can clearly see the robot motion trajectories and
operation mode. (b) Partial of (a), which enlarges the compliant hole searching process.
When the robot was close to the peg, it was switched into fine motion mode. The step size reduced,
and the points were dense compared to coarse motion mode. After a series of adjustments, the robot
moved above the peg, and the single-axis mode was used. The robot moved along the vertical direction
until the contact force was detected.
After closing the gripper, the robot started to lift the peg out of the container. Because the
gripper-peg combination was longer than the gripper, the lift attitude was higher than the previous
gripping process. Once the peg was out of the container, it was switched into coarse motion mode
again. The peg was swiftly moved above the hole. After adjusting the position in fine mode, the peg
was driving downward in single axis mode until contact occurred. This process can be clearly seen in
Figure 12b. The dense red circles are points in the hole searching process when the robot movds along
a horizontal search pattern while keeping contact with the hole’s surface. Finally, once the contact force
vanished, it was switched into the fine motion mode and single-axis mode to insert the peg into the
hole and release the peg then. Finally, the gripper was lifted with coarse motion mode and returned to
the stop position.
Figure 13a shows the used gestures. The values represent specific actions, as shown in Table 1.
It can be seen that coarse mode, fine mode and single-axis mode are frequently used to adapt
the assembly skills and sensor ranges. Gripper open/close gestures were used twice to pick and
place the peg.
Figure 13b shows the forces measured during the teleoperation. The compliant assembly skills
can be located on this figure. The contact force in the process of moving the robot gripper downward
appears at around step 450; the search force in the process searching hole appears at around step 950.
Owing to human uncertainties, the locating errors and the friction between peg-container and peg-hole
generated additional forces. The pulse drag force (positive) at step 280 and 500 was caused by those
frictions when lifting motion happens, and multiple demonstrations can eliminate this. It was noticed
that the contact force was limited around 40 N, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed passive
and active force control mechanism.
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The above peg-in-hole process shows that the gesture-based interaction system can be used to
teleoperate the robot with compliant and complex assembly skills. The operator can sense the contact
force and select appropriate motion mode to balance efficiency and accuracy.
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(b) Gripper State and Force Profile
Figure 13. These two figures show changes of hand gestures, gripper states and contact forces.
4.2.2. Analysis
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed system, as shown in Figure 14, an assembly
system based on a haptic device was built for comparison. The haptic device is the Novint Falcon,
which is a relatively inexpensive haptic device, and it was selected to offer force feedback while
allowing the control of the end-effector with minimal effort [35]. It has only four buttons, which
can only define four working modes; namely, coarse motion mode, fine motion mode, clutch mode
and claw open/close gripper mode. In this experiment, two operators were used to perform 10 sets of
experiments to accomplish the same assembly task.
ABB IRB1200
Robot
Video 
Camera
Force Sensor 
and Gripper
Peg 
Container
Hole
Haptic Device
Figure 14. The experimental platform based on haptic device. The haptic device is a Falcon haptic
device which has three degrees of freedom.
As shown in Figure 15, the gesture-based teleoperation system costs less time than the system
based on the haptic device. In the stage of grasping the peg, since the center of the gripper needs to be
aligned with the peg, the single-axis motion mode is crucial. Because the haptic device based system
without the single-axis motion mode, it needs to adjust the position of the gripper many times, so it
takes more time to adjust the position of the gripper. When moving the peg, the haptic device based
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system needs to clutch more times than the gesture system because its working range is less than the
leap motion. During putting the peg in the hole, while haptic-based systems can provide better force
feedback, it needs more time to adjust the position because there is no single-axis mode.
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Figure 15. Comparison of teleoperation time at each stage. D1 represents the gesture-based
teleoperation system, and D2 denotes the system based on the haptic device.
Figure 16 shows the distribution of the step size in the teleoperation. It can be seen that the
gesture-based system and the haptic device based system have a similar distributions: most of the
step sizes were less than 1 mm, and some of them were smaller than 0.1 mm. A smaller step size
means the position can be precisely adjusted, and even human hand motions are uncertain and noisy.
It was noticed that the step size was related to several factors, such as the scaling coefficient and
the human hand’s velocity. The operator should choose fine motion mode and slow down their
moving speed to improving accuracy and system safety.
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(a) The Gesture-based system
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(b) The haptic device based system
Figure 16. The distribution of the step size in the teleoperation.
It can be seen from the above comparison that the gesture-based teleoperation system can perform
high-precision operations due to good scalability; it is possible to select a suitable working mode
to complete the task faster. Therefore, the proposed gestured based teleoperation system provides
an alternative option for portable, precise and compliant teleoperation methods.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposes a novel gesture-based teleoperation system for compliant robot motion.
In order to overcome the limitations of human motion accuracy, resolution and sensor work range,
the paper introduces new interaction logic, scalable human-robot motion mapping mechanism and
single axis mode to balance teleoperation efficiency and accuracy. In order to meet the requirements of
complaint assembly skill, a vibration based force feedback system was developed to let the operator
feel the contact force. An active force control mechanism was also designed to restrict the contact force
within a safe range. The gesture-based teleoperation system was tested with a pick-and-place and
peg-in-hole case study. The results prove its effectiveness and feasibility in tight, tolerant and complaint
assembly tasks. In the future, we will focus on more complex complaint robot motions to complete
more advanced tasks.
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